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Abstract. In this paper we explore the efficiency of recommendation
provided by representative users on behalf of cluster members. Clustering is used to moderate the scalability and diversity issues faced by most
recommendation algorithms face. We show through extended evaluation
experiments that cluster representative make successful recommendations outperforming the K-nearest neighbor approach which is common
in recommender systems that are based on collaborative filtering. However, selection of representative users depends heavily on the similarity
metric that is used to identify users with similar preferences. It is shown
that the use of different similarity metrics leads, in general, to different
representative users while the commonly used Pearson coefficient is the
poorest similarity metric in terms of representative user identification.
Keywords: representative users, collaborative filtering, recommender
systems, similarity metrics, user clustering
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Introduction

People rely on recommendations related to products, services and so forth in
order to find the product or service that suites them mostly [9]. The enormous
increase of web products, web services, e-commerce environments and so forth,
increases also the demand for new approaches that will help users by providing
intelligent recommendations [10]. Market trends shows that online buyers will
double, over the coming years [18]. The need for trusted [4] and accurate [2]
recommendation now is stronger than ever. A good example is the challenge
declared by the Netflix Inc. which was searching for the most improved performance system, for movie recommendations and awarded the winners with the
impressive prize of one million dollars [14].
Recommender systems face several challenges such as the scalability when
dealing with enormously large amount of data and the requirements demand
immediate reaction to online requests. The data sparsity which is another challenge, appears when a new user enters the system and makes it hard to find
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similarities with existing users. The diversity challenge [23], describes the problem were users who have similar preference in one category of items they may
have totally different judgment on items of another kind, while the synonymy
problem, refers mostly to the tendency to name an item or service with many
different names causing the similarity estimation algorithms to treat the same
item named differently as multiple items [16].
In this paper we attempt to improve recommendation efficiency and eliminate most of the above mentioned problems. Starting with the use of clustering
we aim to overcome the scalability problem by seeking users for recommendation
within smaller and highly similar clusters instead of an overwhelming number
of users [1]. Each cluster is shaped based on current user’s preferences (ratings)
towards similar data objects (like movies, books, jokes, etc), therefore the diversity problem is also handled since user judgment is based on a specific item each
time. The next step, following clusters’ formation, is the identification of a representative user per cluster. This user is the one achieving the highest similarity
score among all the members of his/her cluster. Representative users provide
recommendations towards the other cluster members, succeeding the significant
improvement of scalability problem.
Identification of representative users depends heavily on the metric used to
compute similarity scores among the cluster members [3], [13]. Our main concern
is that both the Pearson correlation coefficient and Cosine based metrics [18] are
biased toward the most experience users of a specific item [17]. We propose two
modified versions of the Cosine-based correlation coefficient that alleviate this
bias and lead to representative users, whose recommendation accuracy is higher.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
a short literature review on similar topics. The proposed recommendation algorithm and similarity metrics are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents our
experimental framework, the details regarding the datasets used and discussion
on testing findings. Finally, conclusions are drawn and further work hints are
given in Section 5.

2

Literature Review

The market interest for recommendation systems improvement arise from the
need of companies to provide more accurate recommendations to their customers
and have an additional advantage toward their competitors. An example of market’s constant seeking for recommendation improvement is the Netflix challenge
as mentioned earlier. It is significant to emphasize the large number of participants and the interest presented from many scientist toward the specific competition, which was one of the reasons that lead the company to declare a second
round, with more impressive prizes [14].
Several researchers investigated and evaluated existing collaborative filtering
algorithms and techniques. Some of them stroke the area of trusted user identification which presents similarities with the representative user identification
problem. However, the target there is to separate malicious users from trusted
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ones [15],[22]. Another similarity with the specific research, was the use of clusters. Clustering techniques were initially proposed to address the problem of
scalability [5],[21], although their performance were inferior to the straight collaborative filtering approach. This case is not valid anymore, since new clustering
based recommender systems show excellent performance [12],[19].
The importance of similarity metrics in collaborative filtering recommender
systems is, somehow, underestimated. Emphasis is given either to alternative
recommendation techniques like the Top-N recommendation [11] or to the overall performance evaluation [10] and less to the similarity metrics [3]. The most
commonly used similarity metrics in collaborative filtering approaches are the
Pearson correlation coefficient and variations of the Cosine correlation coefficient [18] and the influence of similarity metrics in recommendation efficiency
was examined [17]. The authors proved, through a series of testing experiment,
that the performance of these commonly used correlation approaches is rather
poor and new similarity metrics must be investigated. This is the area that the
current work emphasizes and additionally, it is important to state that the influence of similarity metrics in recommendation performance is much higher in
clustering based approaches were clusters are formed and representative users
are selected on the basis of these metrics.

3

The Proposed Method

The recommendation problem can be formulated as follows: Let C be the set of
users (customers) and let I be the set of all possible items that the users can recommends, such as books, movies, or restaurants. Let also u be a utility function
that measures the usefulness (as may expressed by user ratings) of item i to user
cj , i.e., u : C × I → ℜ. The usefulness of all items to all users can be expressed
as a matrix U with rows corresponding to users and columns corresponding to
items. An entry u(cj , i) of this matrix may have either positive value indicating
the usefulness (rating) of item i to user cj or a zero value indicating that the
usefulness u(cj , i) has not been evaluated. The recommendation problem can be
seen as the estimation of zero values of matrix U from the non-zero ones.
Recommendation in the collaborative filtering approach requires some similarity r(ca , cb ) between users ca and cb to be computed based on the items
that both of them evaluated with respect to their usefulness. The most popular
approaches for user similarity computation are Pearson correlation and Cosinebased metrics. Both of these methods produce values r(ca , cb ) ∈ [−1 1]. In this
paper we propose two alternatives of the Cosine correlation coefficient for similarity computation. However, unlike the classic collaborative filtering approach,
recommendations are given only by the representative user toward the other cluster members. The proposed method involves the following steps: (1) the users of
an existing recommendation system are partitioned into clusters based on their
profile of choices made in the past, (2) for each cluster a representative user is
identified (using a variety of similarity metrics), (3) once an active user seeks for
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recommendation, its cluster is identified and the corresponding representative
user is selected to provide his/her recommendations.
3.1

Clustering using K-Means method

A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another. The distance measure of the similarity between two objects (users ci and cj ), influences
the shape of clusters, as some elements may be close to one another according
to one distance and farther away according to another. A typical similarity metric used in clustering is Euclidean distance; however, when clustering is applied
in the context of recommender systems, Pearson and Cosine coefficient based
distances are the obvious choices.
The K-means clustering algorithm is widely used in clustering based recommendation systems mainly due to its simplicity [12]. It aims to partition Nc users
defined by the user profile vectors {c1 , c2 , ..., cNc } into K clusters (K << Nc )
S = {S1 , S2 , ..., SK } in which each user profile vector belongs to the cluster with
the nearest mean. The user profile vectors correspond to the rows of the matrix
U mentioned earlier.
The K-means algorithm is similar to the expectation-maximization algorithm
for mixtures of Gaussians in that they both attempt to find the centers of natural
clusters in the data. The optimization criterion is to find the partition S that
minimizes the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS):
K X
X
kcj − µi k2
So = argmin =
(1)
| {z }
i=1 cj ∈Si
S
where µi is the mean vector of datapoints (user profile vectors) in cluster Si .

3.2

Similarity metrics

The aim of this paper is to show that the similarity metric that is used for the
computation of a representative user ri of cluster Si affects the overall recommendation efficiency. Let us denote cIi c and cIjc the user profile vectors for users
ci and cj computed on the set of items Ic that both of them evaluated. A typical metric used for the similarity computation of users ci and cj is the Cosine
correlation coefficient:
r(ci , cj ) =

cIi c · cIjc
kcIi c kkcIjc k

(2)

where “·” denotes the dot product of two vectors and kxk denotes the Euclidean
norm of vector x.
In an actual situation, different users may use different rating scales, which
the vector Cosine similarity cannot take into account. To address this drawback,
the adjusted Cosine similarity coefficient known as Pearson correlation coefficient
is used:
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r(ci , cj ) =

(cIi c − ci ) · (cIjc − cj )
kcIi c − ci kkcIjc − cj k
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(3)

where ci and cj are the average ratings over all rated items of users ci and cj
respectively.
The use of Pearson or Cosine correlation coefficient for representative user
identification creates bias toward very active users, the ones that rated lot of
items. For further explanation, consider a recommender system with Nc users,
NI items, and a cluster Si containing NSi users. It is common that NSi << Nc
and NSi << NI ; are the users that are classified into many clusters and the
number of cluster members is much smaller than the total number of items. As
a result, an average user rates a limited number of items, assume that there is a
very active user who rated much more items that the average user. Since both
the Cosine and Pearson coefficients are computed based on the commonly rated
items, there is an increased probability for a very active user to present similarity
(even with a low score) with all cluster members. As a result the specific user
will be selected as cluster’s representative, even though his/her actual similarity
with many of the cluster members is low. In order to overcome this limitation
we propose the min norm Pearson coefficient as follows:
r(ci , cj ) =

(cIi c − ci ) · (cIjc − cj )

NIij

kcIi c − ci kkcIjc − cj k min(NIi , NIj )

(4)

where NIij is the number of items commonly rated by users i and j, NIi is the
total number of items rated by user i and NIj is the total number of items rated
by user j.
In cases where NIi << NIj or NIj << NIi the min norm Pearson coefficient
creates bias against very active users making it difficult to create dense clusters.
The max norm Pearson coefficient is proposed to moderate this problem by
decreasing the similarity value in cases where there is a large difference among
the total number of ratings per user:
r(ci , cj ) =

(cIi c − ci ) · (cIjc − cj )

NIij

kcIi c − ci kkcIjc − cj k max(NIi , NIj )

(5)

It is shown in the experimental results session that both representative users
selected either by using the max norm or min norm Pearson coefficient perform
better that the classic Pearson coefficient.

4

Experimental evaluation

The aim of experimental evaluation is to prove the efficiency of the proposed
similarity metrics method, for representative user identification. The recommendation efficiency of representative users identified, with various similarity metrics, is measured based on the experiments conducted. The quality of the overall
recommendation method is also benchmarked against no recommendation.
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Evaluation framework

Experimental evaluation of the proposed method was done with the aid of
two widely used datasets. The first dataset was collected from Jester online
Jokes Recommender System [6] contains over than 4.1 million continuous ratings [−10.00 10.00] of 100 jokes from 73421 users. It is one of the most widely
used dataset for evaluating algorithms for recommender systems. The second
dataset was collected from the GroupLens research project [8] and consists
of 943 users (demographical information’s are also provided for each user), 1682
movies (more details related to the type of movie are also provided) and a record
file of 100000 ratings with a rating scale 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest score.
In both cases we divided the datasets ratings into 60% for training and 40% for
testing producing two matrics Tr ∈ ℜNc xJ1 and Ts ∈ ℜNc xJ2 respectively.
Our experiments where conducted on a typical PC, running Windows XP,
and with the aid of Matlab platform (http://www.mathworks.com/). First, the
K-means algorithm (Matlab implementation) was used to partition the Nc users
into a varying number of clusters. For each cluster the user with the highest
similarity with the other cluster members was selected as the representative
user of the cluster. Similarity among users was measured by comparing their
ratings on the training set with the aid of Pearson coefficient, max norm and
min norm similarity metrics (see equations (3), (5), (4) respectively). In general
three different representative users per cluster were identified; however, in several
cases, especially in the Joke dataset, the identified representative users coincide.
Recommendations of the representative users were considered the rated items
(jokes / movies) with value higher than a threshold T . We selected T = 3 for
the Joke dataset and T = 2 for the GroupLens dataset; the main reason for T
restriction in both cases, was the ranging ranges of the two datasets. however,
the threshold value does not actually affect the experiments, recommendation
efficiency will remain. Removing the thresholds will lead to negative recommendations which is out of scope for this paper. Let cji be the i-th member of the
j-th cluster and cjr be the representative of that cluster. Let us, also, denote the
set of items rated by cji as Iji and the set of high rated items of the same user
as Hji (obviously Hji ⊆ Iji ). For each cluster member two values are computed:
the satisfaction without recommendation sji and the satisfaction after receiving
recommendation by the cluster representative seji . The last value was computed
using the three different similarity metrics mentioned earlier. The sji and seji
values are computed as follows:
T
Car(Hji Hjr )
Car(Hji )
j
j
sei =
(6)
si =
T
Car(Iji )
Car(Iji ) Hjr )
where Car(X) denotes the cardinality of set X.
4.2

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the recommendation quality, in the GroupLens dataset, as a
function of the number of clusters for the three similarity metrics used. For
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comparison we plot also the user satisfaction without receiving any recommendation. The representative user identified with the max norm metric clearly
provides more accurate recommendations than the representatives, of the other
two methods. The min norm metric also outperforms the Pearson coefficient in
all cases. Nevertheless, Figure 1 shows that recommendation provided by representative users is effective despite the similarity metric used; user satisfaction is
always higher, in cases were recommendations was provided, compared to user
satisfaction were no recommendations were provided. An exception occurs in
cases where very few clusters are created and recommendations provided only
from representative users identified by the Pearson correlation coefficient. Partition into small number of clusters, leads to very sparse and non-homogeneous
clusters. As a consequence the identification of representative users, is risky and
prone to error.
The conclusions drawn above also hold for the Joke dataset, however, it is
shown in Figure 2 that the difference in recommendation efficiency for the three
methods is smaller. In addition the overall recommendation efficiency of Jokes
dataset is much higher than of the GroupLens dataset. Both observations can
be explained by carefully examining the nature of the two datasets. In the Joke
dataset the number of items NI is small (100) and the variation in the number
of items evaluated by each user is also small (the minimum number of items
evaluated by a single user is 60 while the maximum is 100). In contrary the
GroupLens dataset contains much more items (1682) and much less users (943),
resulting a very large (minimum 20, maximum 737) variation in the number of
items evaluated by each user. For this reason the representative users identified
by the different similarity metrics rarely coincide in the GroupLens dataset while
coincidence is very common in the Joke dataset.

Percentage of successful recommendation

Recommendation satisfaction based on various representative user identififcation methods
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Fig. 1. GroupLens dataset: Recommendation quality using one representative per cluster identified using the Pearson coefficient, the max norm and the min norm similarity
metrics. Benchmarking against no recommendation is also shown.
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Recommendation satisfaction based on various representative user identififcation methods
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Fig. 2. Jokes Dataset 1: Recommendation quality using one representative per cluster
identified using the Pearson coefficient, the max norm and the min norm similarity
metrics. Benchmarking against no recommendation is also shown.
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Conclusion and further work

Recommender systems are becoming a valuable tool for E-commerce on the Web
as well as for information retrieval in general. They are being stressed by the huge
volume of customer data in existing corporate databases, and will be stressed
even more by the increasing volume of customer data available on the Web. In
order to keep up with this information explosion the scalability of recommender
systems must be improved while the time complexity of recommendation algorithms must be kept low. These are the main reasons the clustering based
recommendation systems gain attention. In this paper, we have proposed two
different similarity metrics for representative user identification. Representative
users provide recommendations on behalf and for the other cluster members. It
was shown in this paper that the selection of an appropriate similarity metric
for representative user identification affects the recommendation efficiency of the
overall system. It was experimentally justified, with the aid of two widely used
datasets, that the proposed modifications to the Pearson coefficient method, lead
to much better recommendation efficiency.
Future work includes testing the proposed method in sparse datasets like
the one of the book recommendation system [23]. The creation of dense clusters
in such datasets is challenging. In addition Top-N recommendation methods
will be investigated using all cluster members recommendations instead of the
ones of clusters’ representatives. Finally, methods for choosing the best cluster
representatives will be also explored.
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